The new benchmark: Uniquely powerful, light and precise.
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"Outstanding"

The COMFORTdrive system can be viewed as a complete replacement for turbines and high-speed instruments and motors! In comparison to high-speed instruments, a more responsive, precise and sensitive treatment of the tooth is possible in my opinion.

The perfect balance for work without fatigue: The heavy section distal to the balance point of the instrument of the KaVo COMFORTdrive has been substantially reduced. The finger pressure applied to counteract imbalance during work is noticeably less.

Read about the experiences of your colleagues!
What dentists like about the COMFORTdrive.

Light, precise, powerful.
These words perfectly sum up the COMFORTdrive. Read about the experiences of your colleagues and how the COMFORTdrive can make your work easier every day.

„Simply outstanding!“
What I particularly like about the COMFORTdrive is that it is light, quiet and has a lot of torque. A particularly attractive feature is that motor does not get hot during use, and your hand does not experience fatigue, especially during long preparations.

„A quantum leap“
The COMFORTdrive is much more responsive than conventional motor/handpiece combinations. The length and weight of the instrument are just right, so that it is perfectly balanced during clinical use.

Exemplary precision – KaVo COMFORTdrive 200 XD

The KaVo precision high-speed instrument:
- Up to 200,000 rpm without a speed transforming gear suitable for every preparation
- 40% lighter means that your hand experiences less stress while working
- The instrument which is up to 20% shorter and has an integrated motor is particularly handy.
- The centre of gravity is optimally balanced. The stress on your hand and fingers has been substantially reduced to enable uniquely precise and sensitive work.

Make the quantum leap!
Success is determined by progress. With the KaVo COMFORTdrive 200 XD, this progress is embodied by power, ease of use and precision. These features make this innovative precision instrument easy to choose. With its perfectly balanced combination of ergonomics, performance and comfort, this drive sets a new standard of incomparably precise and responsive treatment.

Get ready to jump to a new performance class – the KaVo precision high-speed instrument combines the advantages of high-speed instruments and turbines.

Perfectly adapted:
Superior technical evolution: Test the COMFORTdrive at your supplier’s and order the COMFORTdrive with your new treatment unit:
- ESTETICA E80
- ESTETICA E70
- Primus 1058